Man and the Evolution
Key Points for Speech







The evolution of consciousness in matter is the real meaning of evolution.
Concealed consciousness emerges slowly over a period of long time.
o Jeyakanthan’s story: New Shoes bite.
Inconscient in matter pulls down the consciousness to check evolution.
o Why devotees are not able to solve problems.
The process has double role – Evolution of outer form and evolution of inner soul.
o Each has a result. Both are needed.
o A tale of two cars in the recent floods. One person cared for the maintenance
of outer form. Another person cared both for form and soul of car. Both got
positive results. Quantity and quality of results are different.
Doubts about Spiritual Evolution:
o Even if there are grades of consciousness, what is the need for evolution?
 Divine enjoys Dynamic Ananda. Why should Divine be limited to Static
Bliss?
o If everything is Brahman, why should there be an evolution?
 Pudumai Piththan’s story: God and Kandasamy.
o Each type is self-content and follows its pattern. Why should it become the
next species?
 Divine Lila.
o What if the man is the highest form in creation?
 Powerful Other worlds and beings.
 Overmental Gods such as Krishna, Durga are higher forms and more
powerful than Human.
o Science approves of Physical evolution only.
 S.Ramakrishnan’s Story about training an ape as a computer
salesman.
o Wrong conclusions if we ignore inner push
 A.Muthlingam’s story: Camel
o What is the proof that one type became another type? (Matter, Life, Mind)
 One thing did not change into another. One thing emerged from
other.
o Can a man exceed himself?
 If yes, why?
 Businessman seeks better results every year. Sportsman wants to
exceed past records. Every man wants increment in salary.
o Perfection is possible only within type. He created different types for His joy.
 Only man tries for perfection.
 A rose does not try to become better rose. It tries only to exist.
o Animal and man do not appear to be evolving.
 Now evolution of consciousness is happening.
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The role of Rebirth
Materialist thinks only about inconscient energy. He must explain the urge or push in
the energy.
Meta physicist sees no purpose in universe and its totality.
Spiritual evolution and Physical evolution are different.
Man is not animal. They are different types. Supermind is another type.
o Nanjil Nadan’s story: Let’s Eat.
Even ancient man knew about evolution. Puranas say Man is last creation.
o Ten avatars of Vishnu
Either man appeared suddenly or evolved from other species.
o Story of Poosalar’s inner temple
There is no evidence to support sudden appearance.
Rapid, real progress in humanity is happening around us. Open eyes to see it.
o My visit to a Government computer department in 1982.
Only some people will evolve.
o Others will continue to exist as they are or perish.
Evolution of form happened in the past. Now evolution of consciousness is
important.
o Big computers have become laptops and tablet. Now only the features and
power are increased. Outer form is not changing much.
Divine life is needed for the Psychic to come out.
Transformation will happen here; not above in the heavens.
Man has aspired not only for beyond. Even at world he tried for Spiritual siddhis.
Animal belongs to the past; Human being belongs to the present; The future is
Supramental.
After mind, Supermind is going to be the next product of the nature.
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